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Welcome new UVARC members
Which includes pretty much all of
us. A few of us got together and,
after a month of arguing, singing,
and outright fist-fighting, we came
together on 05 February 2016 and
formed the Utah Valley Amateur
Radio Club. And thanks to JoAnna
Larsen, the Orem City Emergency
Manager, we also have a home.

The UVARC Shack

Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club

Our purposes are multi-fold, but
our main focus is to have fun with

U-VARC, unofficial mascot
ham radio, and maybe even help
others have fun with it too.
And once in awhile we might
even throw in some eats with
that.

Carl as a young lad, with parents

Welcome to The UVARC Shack
The UVARC Shack is an attempt at

a monthly newsletter. We’ll only
publish it in PDF, until a better format comes along, but you’re free to
distribute and post the file wherever you like.

will prove to be entertaining,
useful, and maybe even pretty.
But to make this publication
happen, we need your input.
Send ideas, stories, and questions to uvarcshack@gmail.com

We hope that our little newsletter
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Way to Be
Each month we spotlight a member who has accomplished something extraordinary

Reuben Johnson, KI7AEU, presented his science project at the Cherry Creek Elementary
Science Fair in Springville, about what effect
different materials have on the blocking of radio signals. He laid out a specific case for the
density of the object being related to how well
it blocked radio signals, and graphically demonstrated that there was indeed a correlation.
Reuben said he came up with the idea through
his own love of ham radio, but soon discovered
that a handheld radio, even at lowest power,
proved too powerful for the demonstration, so
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he resorted to a common garage-door opener,
which seemed to work a lot better for him.
His school was impressed enough with Reuben’s
project to recommend him be advanced to present his project at the district science fair.
Reuben then presented his project at the Nebo
School District Science Fair, when again he impressed the judges to the point where they’ve
now advanced him to the regional science fair,
which will take place on BYU campus in the
Harmon Building on Tuesday March 29 at 5:00
pm. Good luck, Reuben!

Brass Tacks
Technically speaking, an in-depth look at a radio-related topic

AM and FM in a Non-technical Nutshell
It seems to me that two of the most fundamental aspects of radio are either misunderstood or
not understood at all. When most hams hear the words AM or FM, their eyes kind of gloss over,
hoping nobody listening can detect their ignorance, or they nod and somehow try and relate them
to broadcast radio. I hope to make at least the concepts of amplitude modulation and frequency
modulation simple for the average ham. But in each case, that’ll have to start with something a little technical. A couple of definitions are in order.
carrier — a simple radio signal of one frequency, like an inaudible hum (the frequency we tune to)
modulation — process of changing the carrier hum in some way so that it can convey something
useful, like the sound of your voice

Amplitude Modulation
AM broadcast transmitters use AM to send their signals to an AM receiver to be converted into
something we can hear. It’s perhaps the simplest way to use a carrier signal to transmit a sound,
but to do it effectively we need to transmit the sound level
(loudness) and the sound pitch (high and low notes.) Let’s
start with an audio signal, like your voice. Next we select a
carrier frequency. An AM transmitter contains simple circuitry that can shape the carrier so that,
instead of being a constant level, its peaks
and valleys (loudness) and sharpness (pitch), match those of your voice. What
we end up with is a radio-frequency signal that has been changed (modulated) by
your voice and can now be transmitted from your radio to many others.
A little less-intuitive, an AM signal can also be graphically viewed by frequency,
so that if we’re looking at only the carrier, we see only a single spike of a certain level (power.) As it’s being modulated by your voice, the frequency graph
shows not only the steady carrier, but two smaller spikes on both
sides of the carrier identical to each other, jumping around as you
speak, moving farther and closer to the carrier with the pitch of your
voice, and rising and shrinking with the loudness of your voice. These
two little spikes take up a small section or band of frequencies beside
your carrier as they jump around, so we call them sidebands. But wait
a minute. If each of the sidebands carries all the voice information,
and they’re mirror images of each other, why not just transmit one of the sidebands, and let the
receiver worry about the rest, conserving transmitter power? Genius! This is exactly what HF (160
through 10 meters) and 6 meter transceivers do before they transmit their signals, an AM subset
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Brass Tacks, continued
Technically speaking, an in-depth look at a radio-related topic

called single sideband (SSB). We refer to the lower-frequency one as lower sideband (LSB) and
the other as upper sideband (USB). When an HF receiver detects our signal, its circuitry knows
what the missing carrier should be (because that’s the frequency it’s tuned to), creates a mirror
image of the sideband signal we sent, puts the full AM signal back together, then re-converts it
back into our voice for your listener.

Frequency Modulation
Most of today’s handheld transceivers (HTs) use FM to modify the carrier signal in a way that an
FM receiver can recognize and convert the signal into a voice we can hear. FM works a little differently from AM, in that the signal amplitude (strength) is
always the same, but its frequency is changed according to
your voice. But we still need to convey the same two pieces of
information: loudness and pitch. Once again, we start with the
audio (your voice) and a carrier (radio frequency) signal. An
FM transmitter contains circuitry that not only changes the
carrier frequency, but changes it at a certain
speed, which is the frequency of your speech.
Let’s re-examine that same frequency-view
graph, so we can see how the lines jump around
when we’re doing FM. At first it looks almost identical to the
graph for AM, but this time the little sideband lines behave differently. Instead of getting taller when the sound is louder like
with AM, they move farther away from the carrier, and is called
your deviation. And the higher in pitch your voice, the faster
the little sideband lines jump back and forth from one side of
the carrier to the other and back. Unlike with AM, however, the
two little lines aren’t mirror images of each other, but they’re
close. However, that “close” word is what forces us to have to transmit both sides, and not just
one, to fully reproduce the nice, clean signal we’re used to hearing on our FM transceivers. This
means FM signals take up more frequencies in that little band, or bandwidth.
So, AM is the re-shaping of a carrier amplitude by your voice before sending it out, and FM is the
continual modifying of a carrier frequency by your voice.
For our newsletter’s first “technical” article, this one isn’t very technical, but my hope is that it’s
helpful.

— Noji Ratzlaff, KNØJI (knØji@arrl.net)
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Dear Annette
What’s on your mind? Serious, humorous, technical, emotional, and thoughtful answers to your deepest, anonymous ham-related questions.

Dear Annette:

Dear No-ham:

My handheld has a mysterious, little symbol
showing on the display. It looks kinda like a couple of crossed ovals or a nuclear sign. People
tell me it’s the reason my transmissions are irritating, but I lost my manual, and I’m too embarrassed to ask anybody about how to get rid
of it. My ham friends won’t talk to me any more.
Can you help me before I go crazy?

Did your bishop ever call you to teach Primary
because you enjoy hanging around disease-laden
children who fidget for a living? This isn’t
about you, but how you can help others during a
possible emergency. Try getting a friend to get
licensed, then both of you get on the air. And
once you immerse yourself in this work, who
knows? You might actually enjoy it a little.

Anonymous in Lehi
Dear Annette:
Dear Nony:
That little icon you see in your display represents a radio mode called WIRES (Wide-

coverage Internet Repeater Enhancement System) and allows you to connect to stations that

support this mode, courtesy Yaesu. It’s responsible for the irritating extra beep your friends
hear from you and the two seconds of missing
audio. If you have an FT-60R, simply press the
Ø (zero) key to turn it off. Not sure if that’ll
bring your sanity back, but your ham friends
might consider talking with you again.
Dear Annette:
I have a license because my bishop called me to
help with ward emergency communications, and
told me I had to get one, but I don't really do
or even like ham radio. Do you have any magical
advice to help me tolerate ham radio, at least
while I have this calling?
No-ham in Eagle Mountain
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I have an HF rig and antenna all set up in my
house, but I can't really participate in contests
like I want because every time I turn on my
set, I hear a loud buzzing sound from my receiver. I've checked my connections, and they
all look good. So, what could be causing the
buzzing sound, and how can I remove it?
Frustrated in Payson
Dear Frustrated:
Sounds to me like you have something in your
house that your receiver’s picking up. To isolate it, turn off all the power to your house.
Switch everything off, turn your power back
on, then one-by-one turn your appliances and
devices back on. You might be surprised to
find a nearby and noisy laptop power supply, a
fluorescent ballast about to leave this frail existence, or a bee trapped in your receiver.

Got a question for Dear Annette? Send your
email to uvarcshack@gmail.com and include
your town.

My Shack
Each month we highlight the shack (ham equipment and room) of a member, to
give others an idea of what more experienced hams have set up

Brad Kirk, AF7FP

also has two all-mode 2 meter rigs not shown in
the photo. This station sits about 600 feet
above the valley floor in
the Timpanogos foothills.
This is my home station &
there are also stations at
our business & cabin.

— 73 AF7FP Brad

My QRZ photo above shows my shack as it was
last year. The large boat anchor just below the
boombox is a BC-348 receiver from a multiengine USAF WW-2 plane such as a B-29. My
oldest HF rig, a Yaesu FT-101ZD, sits on top of
my newest HF rig, a Yaesu FTDX-1200 that
also has 6 meters. The two HF amps are 450 &
850 watters. Total of 6 HF rigs in the photo.
Several VHF & UHF rigs on a multi-position
switch leads out to a Pockrus dual-band antenna. The only HF antenna up now is a
Cushcraft R-7 that works 7 HF bands plus 6
meters. I'm waiting for engineering to be able
to install my Rohn 45G tower & hyGain THH 6element tri-band HF yagi. I have a Packrat 232
for digital but have not used it yet. Hoping to
do digital on HF soon. The station currently
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Brad Kirk, deep in thought, as usual

Hot Tips
Good info for the new ham, and old stuff to refresh your memory



One practice that has been out of practice for decades is the need to remember the other
person’s call sign when your QSO is already underway, or worse yet, to remember everybody
else’s call sign “in the group.” The only call sign you ever need to announce during a QSO is your
own, yet a few still hang on to that outdated habit. Old times’ sake I guess.



When you’re on HF, and you accidentally sit on your microphone key so that you’re transmitting
for a long time, nobody will notice but (maybe) you, because you’re not sending the carrier, and
therefore won’t be “stepping on” anybody (see Brass Tacks in this month’s issue)

Eddy-kit

Radio etiquette reminders



The ARRL has asked us to not use the word BREAK to break into an ongoing QSO, even though
it’s still practiced by some. Instead, we should simply use our call sign.



After your contact releases the PTT, wait one second before pressing yours, to allow another
station to break in with an emergency or to join in your QSO.



Before your QSO starts, if you’re calling out to another ham, use the rule put yourself last,
as in “KR5LYS, KNØJI” if I’m calling KR5LYS and I am KNØJI.

Factoids

Fun, and often little-known, facts

Some young amateurs on record


The youngest hams ever are a three-way tie, at 5 years old:
Veronica Harrington (KC6TQR), Colton Ragsdale (KEØCRD), and Neil Rapp (WB9VPG)



Youngest Utah licensee : Jessica Dowding (KD7PIO), 6 years old



Youngest General : Mattie Clauson (AE7MC), 6 years old



Youngest Extra : Mattie Clauson (AE7MC), 7 years old (before the CW requirement was lifted)

List of Elmers

Experts you can turn to for ham radio advice

We’ve compiled a small list of elmers (those who can help answer questions) whom you can contact,
and we’re asking for more hams who can help answer ham-related questions. If you can volunteer
your help this way, or if you need help from somebody who knows how to address your need, please
email uvarcelmer@gmail.com. If you’re willing to answer questions from new hams, even if you
don’t feel that you’re an expert, please let us know. When we receive a question, we forward it to
those on the list, and whomever wants to answer may do so. That means questions might receive
several replies, and it’s alright to get a second opinion.
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DIY
Projects you can build on your own

Here’s your chance to build your very own foil
hat. Actually, it’s an antenna that works quite
well for 2 meters. This is a design that I’ve
brazenly stolen from QST, July 1991, p. 33-34,
to make several of these ugly gems. Like the
design, I used exclusively 12 AWG (gauge)
THHN wire, but unlike the photos, I used a
bulkhead BNC-female connector. And my description only covers the 2-meter version.
Cut three 24-5/8 inch wires. Strip exactly 4
inches off one end of each of them. Locate a
smooth 1/2 inch-diameter form you can bend
each wire around, and make a loop around the
form starting at the insulation, as in Figure 1.
Wrap two turns of each wire around itself, cut
8

off the remainder, then solder the twist. I
then put heat shrink around the wraps to make
them look nice.
Strip exactly 3 inches off the other ends of
the wires, then slip a tube of heat shrink over
their insulation. Wrap the stripped end of one
of the wires around the BNC connector center
pin with two turns starting at the insulation, as
in Figure 2. Using a very hot (high-powered)
soldering gun, solder the twist. It needs to be
hot so that you can do the job quickly, before
the plastic dielectric (that holds the center pin
in place) starts to melt.
File or sand two holes in the connector flange in
preparation for soldering the wires through

DIY, continued
Quarter-wave 2-meter ground plane

them. Then loop the stripped ends of the wires
through the mounting holes, cut off the remainder, which is longer than 2 inches, and solder the twists as before.

Finally, you’ll need to get a three- to six-foot
feedline that uses your radio’s connector (many
recent handhelds use SMA, but you should be
sure) on one end and a BNC-male on the other.

With the center wire pointed up, bend the
other two wires to make a somewhat perfect
triangle with the three ends. Apply heat to the
heat shrink to complete the project. No need
to worry about SWR, especially for a handheld.

Ok, it’s not very pretty, but you’ll find this little guy to be a great, lightweight performer.
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Happy building and good luck!

— Noji Ratzlaff, KNØJI (knØji@arrl.net)

Side of Bacon
A little ham humor

Before attending a hamfest or swapmeet, you
should educate yourself on the ham swap language, known as fleaspeak, to make sure you’re
getting what you’re bargaining for. What they
say is in italics (What they mean is in parentheses)

Puts out a really big signal
(Deviation is 50 kHz [excessively] wide)

Just had it serviced
(Sprayed WD-40 all over the wiring)

Original box included
(Clean out the kitty litter first)

This rig is really hot
(It was stolen)

Buy it now; it won’t last

Obviously, this section could use your help. At
this point, you should be thinking, “these are
really lame...I could do better!” Please send
your suggestions, your links, and your humor
material to uvarcshack@gmail.com
By the way, how do you greet a ham?
With a short wave

(No translation required)

Questions of the Month

Test your knowledge (answers on the next page)

G3CØ5 : Why is long distance communication on the 40-meter, 60-meter, 80-meter, and 160meter bands more difficult during the day?
A. The F layer absorbs signals at these frequencies during daylight hours
B. The F layer is unstable during daylight hours
C. The D layer absorbs signals at these frequencies during daylight hours
D. The E layer is unstable during daylight hours
E2D1Ø : How can an APRS station be used to help support a public service communication activity?
A. An APRS station with an emergency medical technician can automatically transmit medical data to the nearest hospital
B. APRS stations with General Personnel Scanners can automatically relay the participant
numbers and time as they pass the check points
C. An APRS station with a GPS unit can automatically transmit information to show a mobile station’s position during an event
D. All of these choices are correct
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Calendar
Upcoming events of interest (times are Mountain Time)

HamCon Colorado, May 13 to May 15

Club Meeting Calendar (6:30 pm)

www.hamconcolorado.org

Orem Council Chambers, 56 N State St

Field Day, 1200 June 25 to 1500 June 26

April 7

www.arrl.org/field-day
Great Salt Lake HamFest, July 8 to July 9

May 5
Orem Friendship Center, 93 N 400 E

www.thegreatsaltlakehamfestorg

June 2

Contests

July 7

7QP, 0700 May 7 to 0100 May 8

August 4

7qp.org

September 1

ARRL IARU HF World Championship

October 6

0600 July 9 to 0600 July 10

www.arrl.org/iaru-hf-championship

November 3
Orem Council Chambers, 56 N State St
December 1

Swap Meet

Sell your wares here



Carl’s Joystick “Pockrus” dual-band aluminum J-pole antenna ($20, we7omg@gmail.com)



Super-elastic Signal Stick dual-band flexible whip antenna ($20, signalstuff.com)



Discounted ARRL books (contact Mel Parkes, nm7p@arrl.org)



Surely we can find more things to sell, can’t we?

Answers to the Questions of the Month
G3CØ5 : C (D is the predominant daytime layer, and absorbs HF)
E2D1Ø : C (APRS works with GPS to transmit location coordinates)
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The Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club was founded on 05 February 2016 to provide hams in Utah County and the surroundUtah Valley Amateur Radio Club

Orem, Utah, USA
Phone/Text: 801-368-1865
Email: uvarcshack@gmail.com
Repeater: 145.470–, 100.0
Need help?
Email uvarcelmer@gmail.com

Amateur Radio for Utah Valley

ing area a way to gather and discuss all things ham. Our purposes are to help new hams in their new-found adventures,
and to give more experienced hams an excuse to share their
knowledge and wisdom in a friendly atmosphere of fellowship.
We are in no way connected to UARC, the 76’ers, UCARES,
RACES, the SCATeam, or any other organization, although
many of our members are also members of the same.
This alleged newsletter is supposed to be published monthly by
the Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club. Its purpose is to convey
the tone and temperament of the club, and to inform its
members. For more information about our club or about ham

We’re on the web!
uvarc.club

radio in general, please contact us by email. To join, go to
www.facebook.com/groups/uvarc/ and request membership.

Special thanks to those who have helped
Our new club and newsletter
cially Carl Pockrus, Mary Turcould not have gotten off the
ton, Alma Perry, Tad Richardground without the tireless efson, Chad Buttars, Harry Engforts of several folks. We eslish, Jeremy Giovannoni, Brad
pecially thank Richard Bateman
Kirk, Jody Dollar, Mike Searle,
for all the time he’s spent setand Jeff McGrath. Thanks to
ting up and supporting our FaceKeith McQueen and Richard for
book page, website, and
getting the repeater up.
We’re grateful to Jeremy
Giovannoni and Jody Dollar
for our logo. We also thank
Lisa Ratzlaff for her answers in Dear Annette and
her editing skills on The
UVARC Shack. Many others
have contributed greatly to
the start, contribution, and
promotion of UVARC and
The UVARC Shack, espeArbitrary hams doing what we all want

getting the repeater dusted off
and running. Finally, a great,
big thanks to JoAnna Larsen for
her patient help in scheduling
our meeting places and hosting
our little group. We honestly
could not do it so timely and as
well without her help.

to do

